Institute of Museum and Library Services: Activating Community Opportunities Using Museums/Libraries as Assets- We are interested in proposals for community-based projects that develop and explore models for co-creating, deepening, and sustaining joint efforts to engage and serve a local community. The desired outcome is to further the ability for LAM institutions to: (a) proactively assess the best role for themselves within the context of community assets for meaningful changes and (b) to define and implement plans developed with communities for sustained improvement.
Awards: $25,000- $150,000
Timeframe: Up to 2 years, starting in October 2017

Library Service and Technology Act (Florida): Grant Program: funding priorities are developed from the goals and outcomes provided in Florida’s Library Services and Technology Act long-range plan. Projects must clearly fit in with both the purposes and priorities of LSTA and Florida’s long-range plan, to include but not limited to: (a) Promoting continuous improvement in library services in all types of libraries in order to better serve the people of the United States; (b) Facilitating access to resources in all types of libraries for the purpose of cultivating an educated and informed citizenry; and (c) Encouraging resource sharing among all types of libraries to achieving economical and efficient delivery of library services to the public.
Awards: no published minimum or maximum (over $10,000 requires 1/3 matching funds)
Timeframe: generally 1 year (applications due August 1)

Library Service and Technology Act (North Carolina) EZ Planning Grant: The purpose of this grant program is to support North Carolina libraries seeking to engage in effective planning to meet the needs of their users. Planning grants will result in a written plan for any of the following types of planning: (a) Strategic/Long-Range planning for programs and services for current or future library users; (b) Analysis of processes or workflows for improvement of services to current or future library users; (c) Space Needs/ Reallocation to improve or expand services to current or future library users; (d) Planning for a new integrated library system (ILS), which may include development of a RFP; (e) Assessing archival and special collections and creating plans for digitizing them; or (f) Comprehensive Technology Plan.
Funds may be used for consulting fees, travel, training, administrative overhead, and employment of temporary workers. Other expenses that are reasonable and necessary to support the project will be considered. Recipients must be located in North Carolina.
Awards: $5,000-$50,000
Timeframe: 1 year

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation: Scholarly Communications- We make grants to institutions, not to individuals. Our grants do not fund indirect costs, equipment costs or other new acquisitions. All grants result from invitations based on initial exchanges sent to sc@mellon.org.

Mellon provides support for many different aspects, from the most traditional to the newest, of the preservation and conservation of library and archival materials. The program has recently funded a broad range of initiatives including the training of book and paper conservators at the
graduate level, the development of software tools and methods in digital forensics for use by archivists dealing with born-digital archival materials, Web archiving projects, and assessments of large audiovisual collections.

The program's emphasis is on those projects that develop and disseminate new methods, standards, and best practices that will be widely applicable. Current priorities are to support: (a) preservation of analog audio and audiovisual collections in at-risk media, and (b) preservation of born-digital archives, Web-based materials, including scholarly publications, and other digital materials crucial to the scholarly record.
Awards: $150,000+; some smaller grants also funded
Timeframe: multi-year

**Charles H. Revson Foundation: Education**- Supports institutions and projects that seek to provide broad access to knowledge, information, and resources that sustain an informed and engaged citizenry. Areas of focus include supporting innovation in access to digital and online materials in public libraries, bolstering the financial and editorial capacities of ethnic and community news publications, and encouraging the education and participation of students as discerning readers of news media. Submit an email with brief description of project. Full applications are by invitation only.

The Revson Foundation does not support individuals; film projects; projects located outside of the United States or Israel; endowments; capital or building campaigns; fundraising dinner events; national or local health appeals; book projects; and research grants or scholarships.
Awards: $500-$200,000 (in 2016)
Timeline: multi-year

**American Association of Law Libraries Academic Law Libraries Special Interest Section:**
Research & Scholarship Grants- Available to projects that demonstrate significance and originality, propose appropriate strategies, and show feasibility for completion within time frame and budget. Projects must have intellectual significance and contribute to the scholarship in librarianship or the legal field.
Awards: $250- $2,000
Timeline: 1 year

**American Association of Law Libraries Technical Services/Online Bibliographic Services Special Interest Sections:** Funding Research Opportunities Grants- provide support for law librarians to perform research or assessment projects which will enhance our profession. FROG applicants must be members of AALL and must show evidence that the research will benefit technical services law librarianship.
Awards: Up to $1000
Timeline: 1 year